
Week 

Lion 
Tamer

 

Acrobat

 

Trapeze

 

Juggler

 

High 
Wire

 

1 

comfortably  
miserably 
noisily    steadily 
suitably  
probably 
possibly  terribly 
speedily   
wearily 
lazily    luckily 
visibly     
hungrily 
 

whisker    swab 
whole  swallow 
wheat   swamp 
anywhere  kneel 
wander   knives 
distressed  
disturbed 
 

mouthful    
 misbehave 
grateful    misplace 
forgetful     misread 
harmful     misspell 
hateful      mistaken 
 

bring, cling, fling, 
ringing, sling, sting, 
swing,  

back, pack, rack, 
sack, tack, 
black. 

2 

halves     leaves 
knives      
ourselves 
thieves      
wolves 
against      
bargain 
straight      
traipse 
poison      
ointment 
flourishing   
luxuriant 
 

knock  debt 
knuckle  doubt 
knight    rhubarb 
numb  rhyme 
thumb   dumbest 
euphoric   
delirious 
 

misfire       
household 
mishear       
playground 
misunderstand  
outside 
cupboard   
sandwich 
cloakroom  
tablecloth 

blank, plank, stank, 
blink, drink, 
sinking, winking, 
banking. 

kick, lick, pick, 
sick, tick, stick. 

3 

journeys    
monkeys 
valleys   trolleys 
mangoes  
tomatoes 
volcanoes  
heroes 
berries  
countries 
diaries   injuries 
 verdant   
succulent 

wrapper  gnarled 
wreckage  gnaw 
wrinkle  gnomes 
wrist   sign 
write   salmon 
excitable   
ecstatic 

almost      displease 
alright        
addresses 
alone        
displeases 
disable      
surprises 
disagree   
murderers 

plant, bent, dented, 
lent, rented, spent, 
grunt, hunted. 

brag, brat, brick, 
bring, crab, 
crack, crib, 
crisp. 

4 

scurries    
hurries 
cries    carries 
lovelier    nastier 
wriggling    
writhing 
poisonous   
venomous 
noxious    toxic 
 cloudburst   
deluge 

quality   cinema 
quantity  circular 
quench   circuit 
query   citizen 
quote  cease 
mournful   
 despondent 

watch   whether 
sketch  whisper 
stretch   whistle 
clutch   whose 
switch  somewhere 

crying, drying, 
trying, sty, flying, 
myself, slyly, 
frying. 

drag, dress, drill, 
drum, frill, frog, 
from, frost. 

5 

research    
unheard 
disease    

comfortably  
miserably 
noisily    steadily 

 whisker    swab 
whole  swallow 
wheat   swamp 

bendy, crispy, 
dusty, empty, 
fussy, grumpy, 

snag, snap, snip, 
snug, span, 
spat, spill, spot. 



season 
centipede  
certain 
increasing   
decomposing 
brilliance   
gaudiness 
dimness    
shadowy 
humid    sultry 

suitably  
probably 
possibly  terribly 
speedily   
wearily 
lazily    luckily 
visibly     
hungrily 
 

anywhere  kneel 
wander   knives 
distressed 
  disturbed 
 

lumpy, messy. 

 



 

Spellings  

Week Lion Tamers  

1 

comfortably  miserably 
noisily    steadily 
suitably  probably 
possibly  terribly 
speedily   wearily 
lazily    luckily 
visibly     hungrily 
 

2 

halves     leaves 
knives      ourselves 
thieves      wolves 
against      bargain 
straight      traipse 
poison      ointment 
flourishing   luxuriant 
 

3 

journeys    monkeys 
valleys   trolleys 
mangoes  tomatoes 
volcanoes  heroes 
berries  countries 
diaries   injuries 
 verdant   succulent 

4 

scurries    hurries 
cries    carries 
lovelier    nastier 
wriggling    writhing 
poisonous   venomous 
noxious    toxic 
 cloudburst   deluge 

5 

research    unheard 
disease    season 
centipede  certain 
increasing   
decomposing 
brilliance   gaudiness 
dimness    shadowy 
humid    sultry 

 

The words are grouped so that they have some common beginnings, endings or 
spelling patterns within the words. The tree frogs also have adverbs and adjectives to 
extend their vocabulary and support their rainforest related writing. 

Try using different methods to learn them including Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check. 
We will support improved spelling in school through games, paired work and regular 
practice. 

Spellings will be tested each Friday and in addition spelling groups will be challenged 
to make up their own passage using as many of the spellings as they can. 



 

Spellings  

Week Acrobats  

1 

whisker    swab 
whole  swallow 
wheat   swamp 
anywhere  kneel 
wander   knives 
distressed  disturbed 
 

2 

knock  debt 
knuckle  doubt 
knight    rhubarb 
numb  rhyme 
thumb   dumbest 
euphoric   delirious 
 

3 

wrapper  gnarled 
wreckage  gnaw 
wrinkle  gnomes 
wrist   sign 
write   salmon 
excitable   ecstatic 

4 

quality   cinema 
quantity  circular 
quench   circuit 
query   citizen 
quote  cease 
mournful   
 despondent 

5 

comfortably  miserably 
noisily    steadily 
suitably  probably 
possibly  terribly 
speedily   wearily 
lazily    luckily 
visibly     hungrily 
 

 

The words are grouped so that they have some common beginnings, endings or 
spelling patterns within the words. The tree frogs also have adverbs and adjectives to 
extend their vocabulary and support their rainforest related writing. 

Try using different methods to learn them including Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check. 
We will support improved spelling in school through games, paired work and regular 
practice. 

Spellings will be tested each Friday and in addition spelling groups will be challenged 
to make up their own passage using as many of the spellings as they can. 



 

Spellings  

Week Trapeze Artists  

1 

mouthful    
 misbehave 
grateful    misplace 
forgetful     misread 
harmful     misspell 
hateful      mistaken 
 

2 

misfire       household 
mishear       playground 
misunderstand  outside 
cupboard   sandwich 
cloakroom  tablecloth 

3 

almost      displease 
alright        addresses 
alone        displeases 
disable      surprises 
disagree   murderers 

4 

watch   whether 
sketch  whisper 
stretch   whistle 
clutch   whose 
switch  somewhere 

5 

 whisker    swab 
whole  swallow 
wheat   swamp 
anywhere  kneel 
wander   knives 
distressed 
  disturbed 
 

 

The words are grouped so that they have some common beginnings, endings or 
spelling patterns within the words. The tree frogs also have adverbs and adjectives to 
extend their vocabulary and support their rainforest related writing. 

Try using different methods to learn them including Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check. 
We will support improved spelling in school through games, paired work and regular 
practice. 

Spellings will be tested each Friday and in addition spelling groups will be challenged 
to make up their own passage using as many of the spellings as they can. 



 

week 

Jugglers  
1 

bring, cling, fling, ringing, sling, sting, swing,  

2 
blank, plank, stank, blink, drink, sinking, winking, banking. 

3 plant, bent, dented, lent, rented, spent, grunt, hunted. 

4 crying, drying, trying, sty, flying, myself, slyly, frying. 

5 bendy, crispy, dusty, empty, fussy, grumpy, lumpy, messy. 

 

The words are grouped so that they have some common beginnings, endings or 
spelling patterns within the words. The tree frogs also have adverbs and adjectives to 
extend their vocabulary and support their rainforest related writing. 

Try using different methods to learn them including Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check. 
We will support improved spelling in school through games, paired work and regular 
practice. 

Spellings will be tested each Friday and in addition spelling groups will be challenged 
to make up their own passage using as many of the spellings as they can. 



 

Week 
High Wire  

1 
back, pack, rack, sack, tack, black. 

2 
kick, lick, pick, sick, tick, stick. 

3 
brag, brat, brick, bring, crab, crack, crib, crisp. 

4 
drag, dress, drill, drum, frill, frog, from, frost. 

5 
snag, snap, snip, snug, span, spat, spill, spot. 

 

The words are grouped so that they have some common beginnings, endings or 
spelling patterns within the words. The tree frogs also have adverbs and adjectives to 
extend their vocabulary and support their rainforest related writing. 

Try using different methods to learn them including Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check. 
We will support improved spelling in school through games, paired work and regular 
practice. 

Spellings will be tested each Friday and in addition spelling groups will be challenged 
to make up their own passage using as many of the spellings as they can. 

 

 


